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By DANNY PARISI

Multichannel retail does more than just improve the customer experience, it also causes consumers to spend more
if they engage with a brand or retailer on both a digital and physical level.

According to new research from L2, the average omnichannel shopper visits a physical store more often and
spends more while there than a non-omnichannel shopper. This data point shows that connecting with customers
on multiple levels is one of the most important things the modern retailer can do to improve sales.

Multichannel retail
It has long been known that multichannel is one of the biggest trends in retail at the moment. Understanding how to
get customers engaged on every channel is a holy grail for retailers.

New research from L2 points out some of the benefits of effective multichannel retail, which goes beyond just
bringing in more customers.

For one, having a robust multichannel strategy means that shoppers who engage on multiple channels come to the
store more often and spend more money in-store than customers who are solely offline shoppers. L2 found that the
average multichannel shopper spends 4 percent more per visit and comes into a store 23 percent more often.
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Brand site adoption. Image credit: L2

L2 points to the high number of brands and retailers that have adopted smart multichannel options such as in-store
pickup for online orders and promoting in-store events online at 80 and 70 percent adoption rates, respectively.

However, L2 found that fewer retailers are doing a sufficient job of advertising these features, leading fewer
customers to even be aware of their existence.

Only 40 percent of brands that offer in-store pick up advertise it adequately on their Web sites. Similarly, only 18
percent of brands offer discounts to customers who opt for in-store pickup, a valuable technique that more brands
and retailers should employ.

Valued customers
The importance of omnichannel retail can be seen just from surveying some of the brands and stores that have
adopted it in recent years.

For example, French department store chain Galeries Lafayette is inaugurating a new experience-led store concept
at the Carr Snart shopping center in the Paris region.

Galeries Lafayette's concept is the first of its  56 French stores to incorporate fully omnichannel selling tactics and is
firmly anchored in the local environment. The latest Galeries Lafayette location is considered the first significant
addition to its French store network in the past few years (see story).

Galeries Lafayette's omnichannel concept. Image credit: Galleries Lafayette

Similarly, Automaker BMW Group UK is making it easier for its enthusiasts to get the accessories and parts they
desire by launching a new ecommerce platform.

From the platform, consumers can shop a selection of lifestyle products, toys for children, car care tools and parts,
with search features enabling consumers to easily find the right items for their particular model. This digital
storefront allows BMW to showcase its array of lifestyle brand extensions, taking the brand beyond merely a car
manufacturer (see story).

L2 suggests that brands want to get the most from their multichannel investments, they need to make customers
aware of them and make it worth their while. Using in-store pickup as an example, it is  paramount that brands
advertise a feature like that prominently as well as let customers know that they will get a benefit or discount if they
make use of it.
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